
PRAVA
design by  JORGE PENSI



Modern and sophisticated with restrained style, Prava 

embodies the precise balance between classic refinement and 

indulgent comfort. 

Designed by Jorge Pensi, Prava’s sleek profile and clean lines 

lend a timeless look, making it the perfect complement for 

any aesthetic at any budget.

EFFORTLESS  
ELEGANCE.



UPHOLSTERY: Volo Parchment by Spinneybeck // Loop Arms // BASE: Silver Metallic 

UPHOLSTERY: Volo Stallion by Spinneybeck // Loop Arms // BASE: Black // Headrest

UPHOLSTERY: Volo Tan by Spinneybeck // Fully Adjustable Arms // BASE: Silver Metallic

UPHOLSTERY: Volo Black by Spinneybeck // Fully Adjustable Arms // BASE: Black

TAILORED TO 
PERFECTION.
Double stitching details, elegant materials and crisp styling 

options give Prava the versatility to excel in a wide range of 

executive spaces. Choose from mid and high-back profiles, 

fixed and adjustable arms, various ergonomic options and 

several finishes to make Prava the ideal seating solution for 

any space – from the corner office to the boardroom.



Prava’s clean, sleek profile makes a strong statement, evoking a sense of 

composure within the boardroom.  You can rest assured that every product 

SitOnIt Seating makes is GREENGUARD and GREENGUARD Children 

and Schools certified, providing you with the confidence you need and the 

environmental stewardship you’ve come to expect. Made from readily available, 

recyclable materials.  

TIMELESS SOPHISTICATION. 
RESPONSIBLE EXECUTION.



COMFORT  
REFINED.
Prava’s generous scale and sculpted shape provide lasting support for enduring  

comfort.  Its revolutionary dual-density molded foam technology provides soft, plush 

foam in the center of the back for ultimate comfort, with dense, firm foam around the 

perimeter to maintain its crisp, upholstered profile.  Prava’s seat features molded foam 

with soft, waterfall edges that relieve pressure on the legs for lasting comfort.

Multiple mechanism choices, including swivel, synchro and knee, plus a full range 

of seat and arm adjustments give Prava the power to perform time and again – 

whether you’re a first-year associate or the CEO.



DETAILS 
MAKE THE 
DIFFERENCE.

Accentuate Prava with a corresponding headrest, adding 

additional comfort without sacrificing design. Paired perfectly 

with the chosen upholstery, it is details like this that make Prava a 

sophisticated choice for the executive and those who strive to be.
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PRODUCT DIMENSIONS in inches

PRAVA

 Mid Back High Back  

OVERALL  WIDTH ARMLESS 19 19   

OVERALL  WIDTH WITH ARMS 27 27   

OVERALL  DEPTH 22.5 22.5   

OVERALL  HEIGHT  43 45   

SEAT  WIDTH 19 19   

SEAT  DEPTH 19 19   

SEAT  HEIGHT  17 .6  -  22  17 .6  -  21    

BACK WIDTH 18 18   

BACK HEIGHT  23 26.5   

WEIGHT  ARMLESS 42 lbs 44 lbs   

WEIGHT WITH ARMS 50 lbs 52 lbs   

WEIGHT RATING 300 lbs 300 lbs    

JORGE PENSI
 
JORGE PENSI DESIGN STUDIO was constructed 
in 1984 in Barcelona’s Gothic Quarter. There, 
Pensi and his team began specializing in furniture 
and lighting design, the visual image of the 
studio’s products and staging for different types 
of events. Since then, the studio has consolidated  

 
 
its position as a global point of reference for 
contemporary design. Its minimalist and 
expressive designs have received numerous 
prizes and awards. Some of its first products, such 
as the Toledo chair and the Regina lamp, have 
since become Spanish design icons.

MODELS

Mid Back High Back

DESIGNER BIO


